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Users want a simple way to locate the best doctor for their specific needs and within 
their healthcare plan. MD Insider provides an experience that does just that.

After validating the application with users, we have identified shortcomings in the 
current implementation that could benefit from our new insights.

Today, we are proposing a model for returning more specific results, in faster time 
and with the highest value to users.



What’s covered in this proposal?
- Shortcomings
- Solution 
- Merit & Distinction 
- Anatomy of Medallion & Badges
- Context
- Next steps- Next steps



Disclaimer

Visualizations are representative, not final. 

What follows is a proof of concept. 



Let’s take a look















We can do better
Research
https://drive.google.com/a/mdinsider.com/-
folderview?id=0BzGt-
tO_oRwx-flpNRy0zSWRlQk9JdjFxSUVqNlh
pSXZNOTFGaTAtcVBFMjN0V2t1UVlUa0U&
usp=sharing













In Summary



Low-hanging opportunities
- Quickly find results with the aid of robust auto-suggest tools.
- Bridge the language barrier.
- Real-time faceted filtering.
- Concise messaging.
- Present the best, the top 3-6.



But wait, there’s more.



Abstract ranking via score
- Too many scores.
- Single score marginalizes MD Insider value.
- Score percieved as arbitrary.
- Some customers are asking for results without a score.



Just rank
- Easily identifiable and quantifiable, at-a-glance.
- Flexible model that shows either score, rank or both.
- When showing score, show one.
- Entice, delight and inform users.



Merit & Distinction (medallion & badges)
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Logic
- Trust is everything.
- Accurate, seamless, and instant results.
- Familar, timeless visual metaphors. 
- Results immediately identifiable.
- More specific a search and filtering, more accurate the recommendation.



Next steps ...
- Stakeholder approval, cheering, and support.
- Validate our proposed model.
- Deep design investigation.
- Validate again.
- Build it.

Timing (~ 3 months)

Move fast, but smart
Defining “good enough”
Parallel design tracks 
Iterative design / implementation

Validation (2 weeks)

Putting it all together (3 weeks)

Design Investigation (2 months) - 2 loops



Questions?


